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Chronic liver diseases progressively destruct liver tissue, leading to fibrosis and
cirrhosis. Liver diseases can be caused by viral, autoimmune, or toxic (drugs/alcohol).
Most conditions can be managed pharmacologically for indefinite periods of time. The
articles in this issue will review best practices for managing and treating patients who
present with these chronic problems, like hepatitis, nonalcoholic fatty liver, end stage
liver disease, and drug-induced injuries.
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Non capita a tutti di avere una passione che stravolge la vita. E solo a pochi è
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consentito di trasformarla in una professione. Carlo Mazzone è uno di questi privilegiati.
Per la prima volta, dall'alto dei suoi quarant'anni di panchina, il decano degli allenatori
rivela tutto quello che avreste voluto sapere sul calcio. Quale clausola pretese Roberto
Baggio quando firmò il contratto con il Brescia? Come reagì il giovanissimo Francesco
Totti quando seppe che avrebbe esordito come titolare con la maglia della sua Roma?
Cosa accadde negli spogliatoi prima di Perugia-Juventus, posticipata per un nubifragio
e decisiva per lo scudetto del 2000? Che cosa disse al telefono Guardiola, l'allenatore
del Barcellona, poche ore prima della finale di Champions League vinta contro il
Manchester United? Tutti i retroscena, i segreti e le curiosità, le sconfitte e le vittorie del
calcio italiano e dei suoi protagonisti raccontati in prima persona. (Prefazione di
Francesco Totti)
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For readers unfamiliar with the blistering plots and language of Ian Rankin's
longer works, this special edition novella is the perfect opportunity to get to know
Rankin and his unforgettable creation, Inspector John Rebus. For longtime
Rebus fans, it is an opportunity to follow him as he explores a subplot from his
most recent outing, Dead Souls. When his high-school sweetheart calls him out
of the blue, Rebus agrees to track down her missing son, who was last seen at a
bar owned by some shady mob-linked gangsters. His pursuit takes him through
an Edinburgh beyond the tartan tearooms and cobbled streets of the tourist
brochures, a modern city boasting a variety of criminals and their victims. As
Rebus contemplates the lurking immortality of his own city, Rankin offers readers
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page-turning suspense and astonishing literary grace.
Including contributions by historians of early modern European art, architecture,
and literature, this book examines the transformative force of the vernacular over
time and different regions, as well as the way the concept of the vernacular itself
changes in the period.
Domenico Ghirlandaio was one of the most popular artists in fifteenth-century
Florence. He worked in a variety of media, including panel paintings, wall murals,
mosaic, and manuscript illumination, and his workshop - to which Michelangelo
was apprenticed - was highly influential. This beautiful book offers a radically new
interpretation of Ghirlandaio’s life and work, viewing him primarily as an artisan
active within the craft traditions, guild structure, and workshop organizations of
his day. Jean K. Cadogan argues that Ghirlandaio was a pivotal figure in the
transformation of the artist from medieval artisan to Renaissance genius. She
traces his gradual social elevation, which reflected the increasing respect with
which he was treated by his patrons. And she notes that the changes in the way
he and other artists were viewed created a milieu that encouraged innovation in
technique, style, and content, qualities that were vividly displayed in
Ghirlandaio’s work. Cadogan explains how his working method, his pragmatic,
artisan approach to technique, the organization and functioning of his workshop,
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and his relations with his patrons affected the works of art Ghirlandaio produced.
Her text is complemented by a catalogue raisonné of Ghirlandaio’s works in all
media as well as an appendix of documents useful for scholars.
Following on the success of her books on Brunello di Montalcino, renowned
author and wine critic Kerin O’Keefe takes readers on a historic and in-depth
journey to discover Barolo and Barbaresco, two of Italy’s most fascinating and
storied wines. In this groundbreaking new book, O’Keefe gives a comprehensive
overview of the stunning side-by-side growing areas of these two world-class
wines that are separated only by the city of Alba and profiles a number of the
fiercely individualistic winemakers who create structured yet elegant and complex
wines of remarkable depth from Italy’s most noble grape, Nebbiolo. A masterful
narrator of the aristocratic origins of winemaking in this region, O’Keefe gives
readers a clear picture of why Barolo is called both the King of Wines and the
Wine of Kings. Profiles of key Barolo and Barbaresco villages include fascinating
stories of the families, wine producers, and idiosyncratic personalities that have
shaped the area and its wines and helped ignite the Quality Wine Revolution that
eventually swept through all of Italy. The book also considers practical factors
impacting winemaking in this region, including climate change, destructive use of
harsh chemicals in the vineyards versus the gentler treatments used for
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centuries, the various schools of thought regarding vinification and aging, and
expansion and zoning of vineyard areas. Readers will also appreciate a helpful
vintage guide to Barolo and Barbaresco and a glossary of useful Italian wine
terms.
Since 2000, IOM has been producing world migration reports. The World
Migration Report 2020, the tenth in the world migration report series, has been
produced to contribute to increased understanding of migration throughout the
world. This new edition presents key data and information on migration as well as
thematic chapters on highly topical migration issues, and is structured to focus on
two key contributions for readers: Part I: key information on migration and
migrants (including migration-related statistics); and Part II: balanced, evidencebased analysis of complex and emerging migration issues.
Hepatology -- a systematic overview The 1st edition was sold out within one year and a reprint
became necessary. The 2nd edition has been updated, revised and extended to include some
900 pages. Unique - 477 top-quality coloured figures containing clinical and immunological
findings, laparoscopic and and histologic features as well as imaging procedures - all figures
directly integrated in the respective text; this results in a new form of learning from "seeing" to
"understanding" Attractive - 306 tables in colour - coloured highlighting of important principles
and statements for better reading - well-structured and systematic approaches support the
content - derived from clinical hepatology for practical use by specialists and in hospital
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Instructive - detailed presentation of morphology and its integration in liver disease - precise
recommendations for therapy and summarized descriptions of special forms of treatment
(inlcuding a separate chapter on "Therapy" Manual - about 7,000 references are listed in full;
quotations of significant historical publications - first authors of therapy procedures, methods,
medical techniques and invasive measures are given as far as possible - comprehensive
subject index and register of abbreviations
Tradizioni e ricette di un'Umbria minore
Winner of the 2014 James Beard Award for Outstanding Chef: the top chef in the country A
traditional Italian meal is one of the most comforting—and delicious—things that anyone can
enjoy. Award-winning chef Nancy Silverton has elevated that experience to a whole new level
at her Los Angeles restaurants Osteria Mozza and Pizzeria Mozza, co-owned with
restaurateurs Mario Batali and Joe Bastianich. A reservation at Mozza has been the hottest
ticket in town since the restaurants opened and diners have been lining up for their wildly
popular dishes. Finally, in The Mozza Cookbook, Silverton is sharing these recipes with the
rest of the world. The original idea for Mozza came to Nancy at her summer home in Panicale,
Italy. And that authentic Italian feel is carried throughout the book as we explore recipes from
aperitivo to dolci that she would serve at her tavola at home. But do not confuse authentic with
conventional! Under Silverton’s guidance, each bite is more exciting and delectable than the
last, with recipes such as: Fried Squash Blossoms with Ricotta Buricotta with Braised
Artichokes, Pine Nuts, Currants, and Mint Pesto Mussels al Forno with Salsa Calabrese
Fennel Sausage, Panna, and Scallion Pizza Fresh Ricotta and Egg Ravioli with Brown Butter
Grilled Quail Wrapped in Pancetta with Sage and Honey Sautéed Cavolo Nero Fritelle di Riso
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with Nocello-soaked Raisins and Banana Gelato Olive Oil Gelato In the book, Nancy guides
you through all the varieties of cheese that she serves at the Mozzarella Bar in the Osteria.
And you’ll find all the tricks you need to make homemade pastas, gelato, and pizzas that taste
as if they were flown in directly from Italy. Silverton’s lively and encouraging voice and her
comprehensive knowledge of the traditions behind this mouthwateringly decadent cuisine
make her recipes—both familiar and intricate—easy to follow and hard to resist. It’s no wonder it
is so difficult to get a table at Mozza—when you’re cooking these dishes there will be a line out
your door as well.

This work offers a new theory of what it means to be a legal person and suggests
that it is best understood as a cluster property. The book explores the origins of
legal personhood, the issues afflicting a traditional understanding of the concept,
and the numerous debates surrounding the topic.
This textbook discusses core principles and practices in gastrointestinal oncology
and covers a wide range of practice areas such as pathology and radiologic
images, epidemiology, genetics, staging, multidisciplinary management of
specific gastrointestinal cancer, and pathology for each primary tumor site. The
comprehensive coverage makes Textbook of Gastrointestinal Oncology a useful
resource for the practitioner wishing to gain a greater understanding of the
principles of managing malignant gastrointestinal disease, as well as medical
oncology fellows, surgeons, radiation oncologists, gastroenterologists and
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fellows, and residents.
Narrating the story of the poor village of Montalicino, located on the outskirts of
Siena, Ezio Rivella recollects the efforts and strong will necessary to promote
Brunello wine to the world. This personal account describes the delicate and
precise process of making the wine as well the inspiration, economics, and
history behind the success of the company, offering all lovers of Italy—and
especially those who enjoy the country’s wine—a history of this remarkable town
and its product and the businessman whose work transformed it into an industrial
power and a major tourist attraction.
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